Friction in mobilities: Migrating to escape
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This study investigates professional migration from Vietnam to Australia and discusses one set of migration decisions previously published by H. C. Nguyen (2015). By analysing the migration decisions made by 15 Vietnamese migrant students under multiple intersecting influences, the study conceptualizes decision-making processes using Heideggerian terms friction and possibilities. This paper contributes to findings by previous research in that migration decisions are neither formed by pushes from the sending country nor pulls from the receiving country. Instead, migrants are regarded as active agents striving to manoeuvre their ontological beings by realizing interrelated possibilities out of constraints caused by their encounters with political, economic, social and familial structures that shape their aspirations for migration.

1. Overview of research on the initiation of professional migration from Vietnam

Most recent research on decisions for professional migration from Vietnam (Dang, 2007; Dang, Tacoli, & Hoang, 2003; Wickramasekara, 2002) has adopted either neo-classical economic theories. These theories mainly focus on geographic differences in labour division between sending and receiving countries or on economic factors that push professional migrants to leave Vietnam and full them to other foreign countries. Another strand of research using new economic theories at communal and familial contexts (C. V. Nguyen & Mont, 2012; P. T. Nguyen, Tran, M. T. Nguyen, & Oostendorp, 2008) postulates that family and ethnic network factors influence migration decisions of Vietnamese professionals. Attempting to examine Vietnamese professional mobility patterns at a macro level, some research briefly mentions political and social chaos after the Vietnam War as factors of a huge exodus of Vietnamese migrants between 1975 and early 1990s (Gribble, 2011; H. C. Nguyen, 2013). Similarly, some studies and government reports (Dang, Tran, Nguyen, & Dao, 2010; Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2012) only explore the work migration growth as a consequence of the Doi Moi Policy without examining the gradual development of other government’s policies for Vietnam’s global market integration.
These studies share some common themes with the widest body of recent research on transnational mobilities (Jazayery, 2002; Li, Findlay, Jowett, & Skeldon, 1996). Extant research on transnational mobilities has acknowledged economic and political conditions as main factors leading to migration. However, how these factors come in friction with other factors at mezzo-and micro-levels is largely unattended, whereas migrants’ aspirations and lives are often shaped by the interplay of multiplex phenomena including historical experience, structural conditions, and the ideologies of their home and host societies (Glick-Schiller, Basch, & Blanc-Szanton, 1999, p. 33). More importantly, the current research profile on Vietnamese professional migrants’ decisions to migrate tends to examine political factors separately from the community, household and individual circumstances. These studies view potential migrants as agents being affected by economic and political changes, without examining how these agents’ interactions with political, economic, social and familial structures may shape their aspirations for migration.

Migrants have their own lifestyle. They also have families to take care of and nurture aspirations for a better future. They never live separately from the effects of either economic or political transformations alone but within an interrelated network of social and familial structures. Their encounters with these structures may create forces and tension that shape their decisions to migrate. The tension formed through their interactions is normally conceptualized as friction. Friction appears as constraints that seize the migrants’ personal and professional development, and possibilities that drive the initiation of migration.

This paper outlines reasons for migration, with a particular focus on friction and the opening of possibilities that initiate Vietnamese two-step migration to Australia. By borrowing the term “friction” in mobilities by Cresswell (2013), the paper theorizes this term in relation to the Heideggerian term of “possibilities” (Heidegger, 1962) through migrants’ interactions with the surrounding social milieu. The understandings of friction within mobilities and ways migrants follow to confront it by utilizing possibilities as opportunities and tackling possibilities as challenges that lead to further opportunities can add nuance to the conventional perception that migration is initiated by influences of sole factors such as economic attractions in receiving countries or political turmoil in sending ones. This theoretical perspective also offers new insight into methodological debates between neo-classical economic and (new) economic theories which, as mentioned above, largely ignore the intersecting confluences of factors at diverse scales. To unpack this argument, the paper begins with the theoretical concepts of friction and possibilities before introducing the research site and instrument. The section that follows provides an analysis of the empirical research material that the author collected during his doctoral studies in Australia. The paper concludes that the initiation of skilled migration can be caused by migrants’ embeddedness in the world that creates both tensions and chances for them to make sense of their beings and becoming through migration.

2. Friction as constraints with possibilities

In common sense, friction is a force which resists or slows down the motion of two or more materials sliding and rubbing against each other (Cresswell, 2013, p. 1). It can happen between moving materials, as well as between moving and stationary materials. In reality,
friction tends not to happen between one object and another, but possibly one object or many against several others. It occurs in various directions and scales, leading to different effects on mobility. While the transnational movement of the highly skilled has been mistakenly seen as “evidence of the state losing control” (Cresswell, 2013, p. 20) the role of the nation-state in controlling and managing mobilities has not been weakening. Instead, Favell, Feldblum, and Smith (2007) affirm that highly skilled mobilities are not frictionless, but rather they entail costs and constraints. As H. C. Nguyen (2014) argues, Vietnamese mobilities of both labour and self-initiated migrants are controlled by the Vietnamese government as a strategy either to enhance bilateral relations with other countries or to improve the quality of the workforce. The regime of migration policies in host countries, on the one hand, has facilitated movements of skilled migrants, but on the other, has caused certain friction for those from developing sending countries. Institutional and political regimes may shape migrants’ motives and desires, making them “particular kinds of subjects in the world” (Ong, 1999, p. 6). In addition, influences from communities and families, which play an important role in shaping migrants’ intention to migrate, also cause friction in forming migration decisions. Migrants are not solely the objects of state policies that manoeuvre under the direction of the political regimes or being affected by communal and familial contexts. As active agents, they respond to such contexts by using the opening of possibilities as opportunities and challenges.

According to Heidegger (1962, p. 183), possibilities neither mean “not yet actual” possibilities nor simply logical possibilities. Instead, we find ourselves as already having possibilities as a potentiality of acting and being, such as the potentiality of knowing how to use bribery as a strategy that one migrant in this study practiced dealing with her projection into becoming a two-step migrant. Possibilities are not “abstract thoughts” (Hoy, 1993, p. 178), but are recognized through our specific activities. On the one hand, we are constrained by “routines and ready-made solutions” and by our own history and traditions (Dall’Alba, 2009, p. 40). On the other, we also face tension through interactions with others in indirect macro-contexts and direct personal circumstances. Possibilities, in this sense, are not “free-floating” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 183) or “spontaneously free” choices (Hoy, 1993, p. 179), as we do not always rationally realize or make choices. Instead, we project into the future by understanding what matters to us by emerging into a context of meanings we assign for things. How we assign meanings to things depends on how we attempt to make sense of our activities. In this vein, our relations to the world are ambiguous (Dall’Alba, 2009, p. 37).

Our relations to the world are ambiguous because our lifestyle and living experiences are not always the same and things appear different in different situations. The ambiguity leads to the opening of possibilities about the ways we may choose to live in accordance with the position we embrace for our ways of being (Dall’Alba, 2009, p. 38). During our lives, we interact with others and things as equipment in totality. In this vein, the ways things become manifest themselves cannot be isolated. As such, one factor may not lead to the sole reason for migration, but a concert of factors influences migrants’ decisions to migrate. Migrants can choose possibilities that fit expectations of their present ways of being and future orientation. Yet, possibilities are not endless because constraints and resistance always occur along the way
they live their lives. Constraints do not always block their projection into the future, but rather they can impede or lead to other possibilities. In this sense, migrants experience the opening of constraints with possibilities as friction.

Friction is not only produced through the rubbing of individuals against the regime of political power or against one social factor separately but also through migrants’ interactions with social structures. Migrants’ dealings with the world allow them to achieve their aspirations in relation to others and their historicity. The perspective on friction in this study argues against the cosmopolitan viewpoint that views highly skilled mobilities as free-floating under globalization forces. Friction is a force that can slow down as constraints or speed up migration as possibilities when migrants attempt to live with others in the surrounding world. The data analysis in this paper illustrates how the research participants experienced friction that constrained them from migrating and/or enabled them to migrate.

3. Research sites and instrument

15 professional migrants aged between 29 and 42 from Vietnam residing in the cities of Brisbane in the Australian state of Queensland, Sydney in New South Wales, and Melbourne in Victoria were chosen for the study through the snowball sampling technique. This research cohort included 7 female and 8 male migrants, among whom one was divorced, four were single, and the rest were married with and without children. They had obtained either Bachelor’s, Master’s and/or doctoral degrees in different fields conferred onshore by different Australian universities. All were working in various white-collar employment sectors, and almost decided not to return to Vietnam after they had completed their studies in Australia. While 13 participants had their PR granted onshore since 2001, the other 2 applied for PR from Vietnam.

In this study, the author primarily used Heidegger’s phenomenology to interpret the meanings of the informants’ living experience. Employed in a range of disciplines such as health, economics, psychology and education, the number of 5 to 10 participants is recommended (e.g., Cope, 2011, pp. 608-609; Dukes, 1984, p. 200; J. A. Smith, 2004, p. 42) for this phenomenological approach so that researchers can “see the logic or meaning of an experience […] rather than to discover causal connections or patterns of correlation” (Dukes, 1984, p. 197). Moreover, the small sample size also helped researchers reflect on the complexities of the participants’ lives and examine the connections and contradictions between different aspects of their accounts. The author went beyond the suggested number of participants to ensure that the experiences of a broad range of students-turned-migrants could be properly explored.

Based on Heideggerian phenomenology, the researcher conducted interpretative conversations with the participants. These conversations were guided by two sets of questions. The first set enabled the researcher to obtain an initial understanding of the participants’ background and context. The second set of questions explored issues related to the research questions on the negotiation of transnational mobilities. In this part of the conversation, the researcher aimed to examine the links between social transformations and transnational mobilities that involved the complexity, contextuality and interconnectedness of multi-level
meditations of migration processes in Vietnam and Australia (Castles, 2010, p. 1565). The researcher also explored how the participants encountered and interacted with these influences from the socio-political structures, effects on their professional and familial lives, as well as how these shaped their decisions to migrate.

4. Friction that causes migration as an escape

This section analyses the research material in relation to one set of the participants’ migration decisions. The study found that there were at least 4 interrelated types of migration decisions as an escape. These 4 types are then conceptualized within the concepts of friction and possibilities.

4.1. Lack of political patronage

It should be noted here that the participants in this study not only encountered one set of migration factors but also a concert of influences at the same time. For instance, they experienced a lack of political power in dealing with both family and work problems. Eight of the participants (Thanh Huong, Yen Xuan, Quynh Hoa, Xuan Hong, Ngoc Dai, Van Minh, Thanh Binh & Minh Thanh) experienced a lack of political alliance at their former workplaces as one of the drives for migration. Having perceived a lack of political patronage in their former educational work, Thanh Huong and Xuan Hong metaphorically defined political alliance as an “umbrella” and “root”. For example, Thanh Huong referred to her lack of political power and connections with those in power as an English teacher at a secondary school to unfair treatment at work as follows:

“Other teachers just copied the lesson plans from the internet or somewhere else, and they were considered as the standard. I designed the lesson plans by myself and ended up with being criticized for not following the standard”.

Such experience in politics shows that her relation with others seems to be acknowledged by the need for having an “umbrella” and linked to other workplace issues that will be discussed later in this section. Her perceived lack of political patronage as one of the reasons for migration reflects the findings of previous studies (Jazayery, 2002; Li et al., 1996; Rogers, 1992) with a focus on “migration potential” rather than “migration pressures” caused by political ruptures in sending countries (Rogers, 1992, p. 36). While these studies point out the lack of political power as one of the motives for migration, they fail to mention the actual experiences of migrants where they find themselves as insufficient and incapable of interactions with others in the world. That small world of hers just included broader political regimes and relationships with colleagues.

Like Thanh Huong and Quynh Hoa witnessed that her colleagues had to live under pressure from the disconnection with the political alliance. She had the same experience with Ngoc Dai, an information technology engineer with a doctoral degree conferred by an Australian university, who referred political affiliation to a “big umbrella”. In Vietnamese society, the concept “umbrella” connotatively means the hidden power of political and social connections which shelter one’s interest and security, and “root” shows one’s family relationship with those in power. Thanh Huong believed that by tying each other’s interests in
the same community was not correctly embodied as a type of cooperation for work, but rather a sign of power use for defending one’s benefit and “pulling somebody down because that person [did] not have any power” [her words]. Such social concepts as “umbrella”, “root”, and “raft” are normally used in Vietnam with a mocking sense of those connected to power and the widespread aspiration to establish a network with the powerful for individual goods. In these migrants’ cases, facing the lack of social relationships can be conceptualized as a constraint that led to their migration.

This result shows some slight differences from previous research on political factors as a driver for migration. For example, political secessions such as violent conflicts between the government and civilians in terms of economic benefits, human rights and war-related issues were commonly associated with a “push” factor among the flows of professionals in the 1960s and 1970s in Europe (Glaser, 1978; Kindleberger, 1968; Rao, 1979) or as political and social chaos after the Vietnam War (Gribble, 2011; H. C. Nguyen, 2013). Similarly, driven by continuous internal political chaos, a large number of Afghan professionals have migrated to western countries as either refugees or skilled migrants (Hanifi, 2006; Jazayery, 2002). Lorenzo, Galvez-Tan, Icamina, and Javier (2007) revealed that social and political instability was one of the push factors driving Filipino nurses to migrate to the Middle East and North America. In general, these studies collectively consider political instability in home countries as a force that “pushes” professionals to migrate. Despite some similarities, the present study regards political force as a constraint to migrants’ personal and professional development. In facing the lack of political power, they could find a possibility of either establishing social relationships with others as an inauthentic mode of being or deciding to remain in Australia after graduation. Besides, there are other constraints will be discussed below.

### 4.2. Limited recognition and career prospects as professionals

Tansel and Gungor (2003)’s survey finds that the lack of job opportunities due to political and economic instability in Turkey impedes the return of both prospective returning students and returnees who struggle to adapt to the working environment there. Likewise, through an in-depth qualitative study of six focus groups and a number of interviews with international students in the US, Hazen and Alberts (2006) identify a lack of employment opportunities in home countries as one of the most notable factors preventing international students from returning home after graduation. In contrast, a number of migrants including two-step migrants from Hong Kong to Canada are found to return to Hong Kong for employment and business opportunities after the island emerged as a hub of commerce and a cosmopolitan lifestyle (Ley & Kobayashi, 2005). Similarly, Balaz and Williams (2004) confirm that Slovakian students returning from the UK enjoy not only an increase in their individual welfare and incomes but also a higher social recognition thanks to their English language proficiency, attitudinal and interpersonal competences. Gaining social status and recognition is also identified as one of the main factors that pull students to return home for employment (Hunger, 2002; H. C. Nguyen, 2005). It can be implied from different findings of these studies that the prospects of international students and two-step migrants’ public recognition gained upon their return are still debatable. This section aims to add further insights into this debate by examining
potential migrants’ aspirations for migration in everyday interactions with other people in their environment through the phenomenological perspective.

After returning home from their first education journey to Australia, Yen Xuan, Thanh Binh, Thai Duong and Thanh Huong began to feel bored with their jobs in Vietnam. This arose from the working mechanism which did not recognize creativity on work performance. Thanh Huong encountered a “ridiculous” [her word] working environment where those without a close connection with powerful people were severely supervised. Her lesson plans were checked more frequently than other peers with “big roots”, and she told the researcher that she was observed too regularly because “he [the headmaster] thought that [she] was always a novice practitioner.” The result of this unreasonable conduct of management and leadership had made her feel distressed about her work.

A lack of political power also led to a lack of public recognition of qualifications for Thanh Huong and Yen Xuan. In this vein, the constraint of public recognition was experienced in close relation to the constraint of political power. This result challenges extant studies examining separate factors that impede international students and migrants from their way back home. These studies can help explain how returning migrants experience various factors affecting their career development but they just categorize such influences into separate entities without acknowledging that entities may well “spill over into one another” (Dall’Alba, 2009, p. 38). The lack of unanimous recognition and limited career prospects entailed different meanings to these migrants through their dealings with these aspects. Such aspects did not present themselves as objective entities but as situations with “serviceability” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 184) appeared as a condition for these migrants to respond to their involvement with the world. This involvement related to a system of references including the constraints and the migrants’ aspirations to migrate. Other constraints included their suspicion of bribery and corruption practices in Vietnam.

4.3. Suspicion of bribery and corruption

Vietnam’s corruption index was ranked 116 out of 175 countries in 2013 and 107 out of 180 countries in 2017 (Transparency International, 2013, 2018). Despite recent achievements in economic stability and growth under the pressure of the world’s economic crises in 1997 and 2009, Vietnam Communist Party (VCP) has been unable to tackle the major political issue of corruption (Fforde, 2013, p. 103), which has happened since the VCP adopted privatization on the one hand but increased the sole “leading role” of the VCP on the other (Avery, 1993, p. 69). Fight against corruption has been announced and tackled from every corner of governance. Article 3 of Anti-Corruption Law issued by Vietnam’s National Assembly in 2005 clearly specifies 12 “behaviours of corruption” and severe punishment “in front of law” (The Central Government, 2005). However, doubts about the effectiveness of this fight has arisen among public media, mostly from neutral observers (Le, 2012; Ha Mi, 2013) and some anti-communist Vietnamese expatriates (Thanh Quang, 2013; Vu, 2013). Those with aspirations for social advancement may choose to get involved in corruption and bribery practices as a way to obtain their goals. The reality of bribery and corruption is partly reflected through these migrants’ experiences as shown below.
Attempting to escape from the lack of political power, Thanh Huong realized the serviceability of bribery and connections to apply for her passport in 2001 in the following way:

“When I submitted my passport application, my husband suggested me send it through a person, kind of broker, who would take care of everything for me. I paid him 100 USD and received my passport within 30 hours!”

The researcher acknowledges that this study does not claim to discuss any political viewpoint, as it stands neutral in the public debate over this matter. It just shows that reasons for migration can be shaped by migrants’ ambiguous relations to the social milieu. For example, Thanh Huong’s relation to the bribery practice was ambiguous because it could manifest itself in two different meanings in her situations. Although the lack of trust and recognition at work discouraged her work commitment, she just tries to go with the flow by managing to utilize her existing connections with those in power and bribery. The exploitation of social relationships and bribery was seen as a means to help her achieve her migration goal. In practicing these strategies, she found bribery as a “grease” (Kaufman & Wei, 1999, p. 1) to smoothen and fasten the administrative process. This behaviour showed that migrants are influenced by the macro-contextual factors of politics through how they interact with others in the social milieu. However, they are able to respond to these factors actively by negotiating available channels of micro-power through social relationships with influential people as a piece of equipment. In this vein, both agency and structures do not exist as two separate entities but, as noted by O’Reilly (2012, p. 17), they are always interdependent and interrelated to the micro-power of individuals. Accordingly, instead of seeing bribery as a constraint, prospective migrants try to translate it into a means to smoothen their journey.

Other participants ironically used terms like “the back door” (by Ngoc Dai) or “an envelope under the table” (by Minh Thanh) to reflect their view on bribery and corruption. For example, according to Quynh Hoa, unjust treatment can be minimized and personal growth opportunities can be enhanced for the powerless through the use of bribery because a lack of political power was perceived to block their way to social and professional advancement. This is similar to Robertson’s (2007) findings of two-step migrants in Australia with reference to their migration decisions. In her research, some participants decided to migrate to Australia from their home developing countries to escape the constraints of social ideologies and obligations, social issues and political problems associated with corruption. However, Robertson (2007) does not look into how corruption can be utilized as a possibility to deal with those constraints. This study, on the contrary, shows that migrants’ experience in dealing with bribery can be theorized as a possible tool for them to decide to migrate after they had finished their studies in Australia. In this sense, the friction of bribery became both an impeding and enabling factor for migration potentials.

4.4. Personal upheavals

Glaser (1978), Gribble (2011), and H. C. Nguyen (2005) have repeatedly confirmed that family connections are seen as one of the most compelling forces driving international
students to return home. However, these studies do not explicate how family connections affect migrants’ decisions to re-migrate, particularly returning international students. This research, however, shows that returning students’ decisions to re-migrate are affected by family conditions because migrants are always immersed in the surrounding world with others. In particular, some participants of this study decided to return to Vietnam after their international education journeys due to their strong ties with families and relatives in Vietnam. For example, before permanent migration, Thanh Huong had never thought that she would have landed her life in a foreign country as a migrant because she was enjoying happiness from her family. Nevertheless, her family break-up after her return marked a sad milestone in her life. Her aspirations for a brighter work future were darkened by the failure of family reunion which was filled with “spiciness and bitterness” [her words]. She emphasized that if she had been able to sustain happiness with her family, she would have accepted lower incomes. However, considering the limited political connections that could impede her daughter’s education and employment prospects and the emotional trauma from her divorce in Vietnam, she actualized her mobility back to Australia to pursue another Master’s degree through a partial scholarship at an Australian university. In this case, Thanh Huong’s personal upheavals with her family disorganizations were closely linked to a broader social milieu which included the working environment not valuing her Australian qualifications, her family members and her aspirations of becoming a professional.

Similarly, Xuan Hong’s return from her first international education in Australia was disappointing when her marriage ended in a divorce, which made her rush into a decision to migrate to Australia as a remedy for her sadness. Also perceiving migration as an escape, Quynh Hoa stated that there were three main reasons for her to apply for PR in Australia, which were in close relation to the intersecting influences of macro-, mezzo- and micro-contextual factors. These included the lack of political power as mentioned previously, her father’s expectations of sending his children to live overseas for a better life and the death of her lover. The loss of her beloved was perceived as the strongest motive for her to migrate to Australia as an escape from her sorrow. This result shows that migration includes an interlinked system of individual circumstances, household influences and social networks. Not only is professional migration mediated by social, political and cultural aspects, but it also mediated by familial influences on personal situations. The historicity and embodiment of these migrants’ moorings show that an understanding of “push” factors in current brain drain studies, on the one hand, offers us insights into significant factors ranging from communal to familial factors but on the other, it fails to acknowledge the relationship between these factors when migrants get involved in their “dealing with entities within-the-world” (Heidegger, 1962, p. 95). Studies on migration potentials, therefore, should not only engage with migrants or influences of factors themselves, but also with migrants and their interpretation of their relations to the influences of relevant factors.

5. Concluding remarks: Friction in migration as an escape

Migrants never live apart from social networks within and through places with restrictions posed from both macro-structures and micro-constraints. Accordingly, a
theoretical and methodological approach to understanding patterns and motivations of migration should focus on both agency and structure, considering these two aspects as co-determining. How migrants negotiate their aspirations for migration is mostly influenced by their lifestyle in close connections with socio-economic, political structures and cultural practices, as well as familial contexts. Contact with these structures causes friction. At the macro-level, friction is present in the form of state sovereignty in controlling and managing migration. At the micro-level, people still move for various reasons, mostly for a better life and they experience friction with their family and community. The findings of this study suggest that friction can refer to both constraints in migration potentials and possibilities in achieving aspirations for migration. Professional migrants make decisions to migrate based on interactions with the social milieu where they can face challenging constraints. In attempting to achieve their aspirations for a better life, they may find the possibility of migration as an escape from these constraints. Highly skilled migrants’ motivations for migration are not only shaped by political or economic rationalities, but also by sociocultural contexts operative at family-community-country scales.
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